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Clark High School preps for National Science Bowl April 26-30
LAS VEGAS – It’s an exciting time for Clark High School, whose regional champion
Science Bowl team is getting ready to compete in the U.S. Department of Energy’s
(DOE) National Science Bowl, the largest and most prestigious national science
competition, April 26-30.
“Clark has been practicing hard for months and will represent Nevada well in D.C.,” said
Darwin Morgan, director of public affairs for the U.S. DOE National Nuclear Security
Administration Nevada Field Office – Nevada Science Bowl’s signature sponsor.
“Regardless of where this Nevada team places in the nationals, they should be extremely
proud of what they’ve accomplished.”
Clark High School’s winning team was crowned champion locally Feb. 3 during the 27th
annual regional Nevada Science Bowl, hosted by the Nevada National Security Site at
Vegas PBS, where the more than 150 Nevada participants joined 15,000 other high
school students across the United States in an effort to qualify for the finals.
“At the national level, we look forward to competing against excellent teams,” said
Coach Chuck Bean, a physics teacher.
The Clark students took home a $5,000 first prize for their math/science department and
won a free trip to Washington D.C. to compete in the U.S. DOE National Science Bowl
this month.
“This year is Clark's first regional championship since '05, and my first as a coach,” Bean
said. “Our only senior on the team has loved Science Bowl since middle school and is
eager to do well at the national level.”
Clark will join more than 100 teams in the national competition.
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Nevada Science Bowl sponsors include: U.S. Department of Energy National Nuclear
Security Administration Nevada Field Office (signature sponsor), Mission Support and
Test Services LLC, Bureau of Reclamation, Vegas PBS and Navarro.
To keep up with the Clark team while they are at the national competition, please follow
@NevadaScienceBowl on Facebook. For more information on the DOE National Science
Bowl, visit https://science.energy.gov/wdts/nsb.

###
The Nevada National Security Site (NNSS) and its related facilities help ensure the security of the United
States and its allies by: supporting the stewardship of the nation’s nuclear deterrent; providing nuclear and
radiological emergency response capabilities and training; contributing to key nonproliferation and arms
control initiatives; executing national-level experiments in support of the National Laboratories; working
with national security customers and other federal agencies on important national security activities; and
providing long-term environmental stewardship of the NNSS’s Cold War legacy.
The NNSS is managed and operated by Mission Support and Test Services LLC (MSTS). MSTS is a
limited liability company consisting of Honeywell International Inc., Jacobs Engineering Group Inc., and
Stoller Newport News Nuclear, Inc. The NNSS falls under the jurisdiction of the National Nuclear Security
Administration (NNSA), an agency within the U.S. Department of Energy. The Site’s operations are
government-controlled and contractor-operated, and are overseen by NNSA’s Nevada Field Office,
headquartered in North Las Vegas.
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